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Question #43 Section 1

Select the correct description of a synthetic full backup.

A. A synthetic full backup will generate a new VBK file by getting data from the hypervisor
B. A synthetic full backup combines a VIB file with one or more VBK files from a repository to generate a
new VBK file
C. A synthetic full backup combines a VBK file with one or more VIB files from a repository to generate a
new VBK file
D. A synthetic full backup will update the existing VBK with data from the hypervisor and generate a new
VRB file

Answer: A 
Reference:
https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/hyperv/synthetic_full_backup.html?ver=100

Question #44 Section 1

You use datastores as the source for your backup jobs. Some VM backups are consuming too much repository disk
space. They have backup files created by multiple backup jobs. What could be the reason? (Choose two.)

A. VMware Storage DRS (Distributed Resource Scheduler) moved VMs to different datastores
B. Jobs are configured as per VM and these particular VM's need more fulls
C. VM retention is set to do full backups more often than others in the job
D. The VM is in a backup chain and trapped inside a single retention file
E. The VMs were moved to different datastores manually

Answer: BE 

Question #45 Section 1

A financial company is looking for a new backup application. One of their main requirements is the ability to have
quick access to their backup data. What features in Veeam Backup & Replication support the rapid availability of
data, applications and VMs? (Choose three.)

A. Full VM recovery without quick rollback
B. Microsoft SQL database, and Oracle database publishing
C. Instant VM Recovery
D. Instant VM disk recovery
E. Bare metal recovery
F. Restore to Amazon EC2

Answer: ABF 

Question #46 Section 1

If you need to run a script to stop a service in order to get an application-consistent backup on a Windows server,
where can the script be run?

A. In the guest processing setting of the job, enable application-aware processing and add a pre-freeze script
to the VM
B. Configure the script to run on the Veeam Backup & Replication server using the Windows Task Scheduler
C. Copy the script to the VM and schedule the script to run prior to the start of the backup job using the
Windows Task Scheduler in the VM
D. In the virtual machines setting of the job, add a script in the scripts tab under "Run the following script
before the job:"

Answer: C 



Question #47 Section 1

A company needs to maintain and verify backups at a secondary site to meet the following requirements: RTO of
two hours, RPO of 12 hours, four weeks retention. Which of the following backup copy job configurations meets
these requirements?

A. Periodic backup copy job, scheduled for a two-hour interval, with 56 restore points to retain
B. Periodic backup copy job, scheduled for a 12-hour interval, with 56 restore points to retain
C. Periodic backup copy job, scheduled for a two-hour interval, with 112 restore points to retain
D. Periodic backup copy job, scheduled for a 12-hour interval, with 112 restore points to retain

Answer: C 

Question #48 Section 1

Your company is using Veeam ONE to monitor VM performance in real time. An end user has called to complain
about the performance of a VM and has asked you to investigate the cause of the issue. Where in Veeam ONE do
you go to view real time VM metrics?

A. In the monitor client under the infrastructure view
B. In the reporter portal in the workspace tab, VM performance
C. In the monitor client under the data protection view
D. In the reporter portal in the dashboards tab, VM performance dashboard

Answer: C 
Reference:
https://www.veeam.com/blog/monitoring-vmware-hyperv-environment.html

Question #49 Section 1

Which Veeam Backup & Replication job type offers the shortest recovery time objective (RTO)?

A. Backup copy
B. Backup to tape
C. Replication
D. File to tape

Answer: C 
Reference:
https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/replication.html?ver=100

Question #50 Section 1

Which backup method produces a backup chain that consists of the first full backup file (VBK) and a set of
incremental backup files (VIB) following it? Additionally, the backup chain contains synthetic full and/or active
full backup files that divide the backup chain into shorter series.

A. Forward incremental backup
B. Differential incremental backup
C. Reverse incremental backup
D. Forever forward incremental backup

Answer: A 
Reference:
https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/forward_incremental_backup.html?ver=100
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